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Abstract. We compare apparent temperatures – that is a combination of 2 m air11
temperature, relative humidity and surface wind speed in four Earth System Models12
under the modest greenhouse emissions RCP4.5, the “business-as-usual" RCP8.5 and13
the stratospheric aerosol injection G4 geoengineering scenarios. Apparent14
temperatures come from both a 10 km resolution dynamically downscaled model15
(WRF), and a statistically bias corrected (ISIMIP) and downscaled simulation for the16
greater Beijing region. ISIMIP downscaling method tends to simulate apparent17
temperatures well at present in all seasons, and WRF produces warmer winters than18
does ISIMIP. WRF produces warmer winters and cooler summers than does ISIMIP in19
the future. These differences mean that estimates of numbers of days with extreme20
apparent temperatures vary systematically with downscaling method, as well as21
between climate models and scenarios. Air temperature changes dominate differences22
in apparent temperatures between future scenarios even more than they do at present23
because the reductions in humidity expected under solar geoengineering are24
overwhelmed by rising vapor pressure due to rising temperatures and the lower25
windspeeds expected in the region in all future scenarios. Urban centres see larger26
rises in extreme apparent temperatures than rural surroundings due to differences in27
land surface type, and since these are also the most densely populated, health impacts28
will be dominated by the larger rises in apparent temperatures in these urban areas.29

30
500 character non-technical text31
Apparent temperatures that include humidity and wind speed in addition to surface32
temperature measure human heat stress and comfort. We show that apparent33
temperatures will reach dangerous levels more commonly in future and rise faster34
than air temperatures because of water vapor pressure rises and lower expected wind35
speeds. Solar geoengineering can reduce the frequency of extreme events significantly36
relative to modest, and especially “business as usual” greenhouse scenarios.37

38
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1. Introduction40

Global mean surface temperature has increased by 0.92℃ (0.68-1.17℃) during41
1880-2012 (IPCC, 2021), which naturally also impacts the human living environment42
(Kraaijenbrink et al., 2017; Garcia et al., 2018). However, neither land surface43
temperature nor near-surface air temperature can adequately represent the temperature44
we experience. Apparent temperature (AP), that is how the temperature feels, is45
formulated to reflect human thermal comfort and is probably a more important46
indication of health than daily maximum or minimum temperatures. There are various47
approaches to estimating how the weather conditions affect comfort, but apparent48
temperature is governed by air temperature, humidity and wind speed (Steadman 1984;49
Steadman 1994). These are known empirically to affect human thermal comfort50
(Jacobs et al., 2013), and thresholds have been designed to indicate danger and health51
risks under extreme heat events (Ho et al., 2016). Analysis of historical apparent52
temperatures in China (Wu et al., 2017; Chi et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019), Australia53
(Jacobs et al., 2013), and the USA (Grundstein et al., 2011) all find that apparent54
temperature is increasing faster than air temperature. This is due to both decreasing55
wind speeds and, especially to increasing vapor pressure (Song et al., 2022).56

57
As the world warms, apparent temperature is expected to rise faster than air58
temperatures in the future (Li et al., 2018; Song et al., 2022). Hence, humans, and59
other species, will face more heat-related stress but less cold-related environmental60
stress in the warmer future (Wang et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019). Since most of the61
population is now urban, the conditions in cities will determine how tolerable are62
future climates for much of humanity, while the differences in thermal comfort63
between urbanized and rural regions will be a factor in driving urbanization. Reliable64
estimates of future urban temperatures and their rural surroundings require methods to65
improve on standard climate model resolution to adequately represent the different66
land surface types; especially the rapid and accelerating changes in land cover in the67
huge urban areas characteristic of sprawling developments in the developing world.68
This is usually done with either statistical or dynamic downscaling approaches, and in69
this article we examine both methods.70

71
The focus here is in the differences in apparent temperature that may arise from solar72
geoengineering (that is reduction in incoming short-wave radiation to offset longwave73
absorption by greenhouse gases) via stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI), and pure74
greenhouse gas climates. We use all four climate models that have provided sufficient75
data from the G4 scenario described by the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison76
Project (GeoMIP). G4 specifies sulfates as the aerosol, and greenhouse gas emissions77
from the RCP4.5 scenario (Kravitz et al., 2011). The impacts of G4 on surface78
temperature and precipitation have been discussed at regional scales (Yu et al., 2015)79
and both are lowered relative to RCP4.5. Some studies have focused on regional80
impact of SAI on apparent or wet bulb temperatures: in Europe, (Jones et al., 2018);81
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East Asia (Kim et al., 2020); and the Maritime Continent (Kuswanto et al., 2021). But82
none of these studies have considered apparent temperature at scales appropriate for83
rapidly urbanizing regions such as on the North China Plain.84

85
The greater Beijing megalopolis lies in complex terrain, surrounded by hills and86
mountains on three sides, and a flat plain to the southeast coast (Fig. 1). Over the87
period 1978-2008, Beijing experienced an increasing trend of 12.7% or 2.07 days per88
decade in extreme warm nights (Wang et al., 2013), and urbanization produced an89
average increase in temperature of approximately 0.60℃. By the end of 2019, the90
permanent resident population in Beijing exceeded 21 million. Tianjin, 100 km from91
Beijing, is the fourth largest city in China with a population of about 15 million, and92
Langfang (population 4 million) is about 50 km from Beijing. Thus, the region93
contains a comparable urbanized population as the northeast US megalopolis. Since94
its climate is characterized by hot and moist summer monsoon conditions, the95
population is at an enhanced risk as urban heat island effects lead to city temperatures96
warming faster than their rural counterparts.97

98
Accurate meteorological data are crucial in simulating future apparent temperatures99
because all ESM suffer from bias, and this problem is especially egregious at small100
scales. A companion paper (Wang et al., 2022 in review) looked at differences101
between downscaling methods with the same 4 Earth System Models (ESM), domain102
and scenarios as we use here. In this paper, we use the downscaled data to explore the103
effect of SAI on apparent temperature over the greater Beijing megalopolis. The paper104
is organized as follows. The data, method of calculating AP and AP thresholds are105
briefly described in Section 2. The results from present simulation and future106
projections on apparent temperature are given in Section 3, along with the impact107
analysis. Finally, Section 4 discusses and concludes the study.108
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109
Figure 1. a, The 10 km WRF domain (red box) nested inside a 30 km resolution WRF domain (large110
black sector). b, The inner domain topography and major conurbations (red dots), with the urban areas111
of Beijing and Tianjin enclosed in red curves. Panels c and d show the population density (persons per112
km2) of Beijing and Tianjin provinces (defined by black borders) in 2010 and the grid cells within the113
Beijing-Tianjin province (blue boxes) when downscaled by ISIMIP (c) and WRF (d).114

2. Data and Methods115

2.1 Scenarios, ESM, downscaling methods and bias correction116

The scenarios, ESM, downscaling methods and bias correction methods we use here117
are as described in detail by Wang et al., (in review, 2022), and we just summarize the118
method briefly here. We use three different scenarios: RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Riahi et119
al., 2011) and the GeoMIP G4 scenario which span a useful range of climate scenarios:120
RCP4.5 is similar (Vandyck et al., 2016) to the expected trajectory of emissions under121
the 2015 Paris Climate Accord agreed Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs);122
RCP8.5 represents a formerly business-as-usual, no climate mitigation policies, large123
signal to noise ratio scenario; G4 represents a similar radiative forcing as produced by124
the 1991 Mount Pinatubo volcanic eruption repeating every 4 years.125

126
Climate forcing comes from 4 ESM: BNU-ESM (Ji et al., 2014), HadGEM2-ES127
(Collins et al., 2011), MIROC-ESM (Watanabe et al., 2011) and128
MIROC-ESM-CHEM (Watanabe et al., 2011). We compare dynamical and statistical129
downscaling methods to convert the ESM data to scales more suited to capturing130
differences between contrasting rural and urban environments. The observational data131
set we use to assess the performance of two downscaling methods is the daily ERA5132
(Hersbach et al., 2018) reanalysis data with a resolution of 0.25°×0.25° over the133
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domain in Fig. 1b during 2008-2017. Dynamical downscaling for the 4 ESM datasets134
was done with WRFv.3.9.1 with a parameter set used for urban China studies (Wang135
et al., 2012) in two nested domains at 30 and 10 km resolution over 2 time slices136
(2008-2017 and 2060-2069). We corrected the biases in WRF output using the137
quantile delta mapping method (QDM; Wilcke et al., 2013) with ERA5 to preserve138
the mean probability density function of the output over the domain without139
degrading the WRF spatial pattern. All WRF results presented are after QDM bias140
correction. Statistical downscaling was done with the trend-preserving statistical141
bias-correction Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISIMIP)142
method (Hempel et al., 2013) for the raw ESM output, producing output matching the143
mean ERA5 observational data in the reference historical period with the same spatial144
resolution, while allowing the individual ESM trends in each variable to be preserved.145

2.2 Apparent temperature146

We use the formula proposed in Steadman (1984) to estimate apparent temperature147
under shade, which has been widely used to study heat waves, heat stress and148
temperature-related mortality (Perkins and Alexander, 2013; Lyon and Barnston, 2017;149
Lee and Sheridan, 2018; Zhu et al., 2021):150

�� =− 2.7 + 1.04 × � + 2 × � − 0.65 ×� (1)151
where AP is the apparent temperature (°C) under shade meaning that radiation is not152
considered; T is the 2 m temperature (°C), W is the wind speed at 10 m above the153
ground (m/s), and P is the vapor pressure (kPa) calculated by154

� = �� × �� (2)155
where �� is the saturation vapor pressure (kPa), and RH is the relative humidity (%).156
�� is calculated using the Clausius–Clapeyron relation:157

�� =
0.61078 × �

17.2693882×�
�+237.3 , �≥0

0.61078 × �
21.8745584× �−3

�+265.5 , �<0
(3)158

To assess the potential risks of heat-related exposure from apparent temperature, we159
also count the number of days with AP > 32℃ (NdAP_32) in the Beijing-Tianjin160
province. This threshold does not lead to extreme risk and death, instead it is161
classified as requiring “extreme caution” by the US National Weather Service. While162
hotter AP thresholds would give a more direct estimate of health risks, the statistics of163
these presently rare events mean that detecting differences between scenarios is less164
reliable than using the cooler NdAP_32 threshold. We presume that similar165
differences between scenarios would apply for higher thresholds.166

2.3 Population Data Set167

Since health impacts are more important where there are more people, we calculate168
the NdAP_32 weighted by population (Fig. 1c and 1d). We employ gridded169
population data (Fu et al., 2014; https://doi.org/10.3974/geodb.2014.01.06.V1) with a170
spatial resolution of 1×1 km collected in 2010. The population density distribution in171
Beijing and Tianjin provinces with the ISIMIP and WRF grid cells contained are172
shown in the Fig. 1c and 1d.173
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2.4 Determination of each factor’s contribution to change in AP174

Equation (1) describes how AP is calculated, and this can be broken down into how175
much equivalent temperature is produced by each term (Fig. 2), with 2008-2017 as176
the baseline interval for season-by-season contributors to AP. Across scenario177
seasonal differences in contributors are then calculated as follows. We use multiple178
linear regression to reconstruct the relationship between change in AP (∆AP) and179
changes in each factor for each future scenario,180

∆AP= αi� Xi+b (4)

where ��(�=1,2,3) are the daily changes of the three meteorological factors between181

two scenarios: 2 m temperature (∆T), 2 m relative humidity (∆RH) and 10 m wind182
speed (∆W), αi are the regression coefficients of the Xi with ∆AP, and b is the183
intercept, which is a constant. We assume that all three meteorological factors should184
be included in the regression and we estimate the contributions of each factor to185
changes of AP as:186

Ci=
αiXi�
αi� Xi�

(5)

where Ci(i=1,2,3) is the contributions (in units of temperature) from each factor to the187

changes of the AP, and Xi� are the mean differences in temperature equivalent due to188
each factor between two scenarios.189

3. Results190

3.1 Recent apparent temperatures191
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192
Figure 2. Seasonal averaged AP and equivalent temperature of each term in equation 1 for193
Beijing-Tianjin province (a-c) and Beijing-Tianjin urban areas (d-f) during 2008-2017 from ERA5 (a,194
d), 4-model ensemble mean after ISIMIP (b, e) and ensemble mean after WRF (c, f). Term 1 is 1.04T,195
term 2 is 2P and term 3 is -0.65W.196

197
Figure 2 shows the seasonal averaged AP and equivalent temperatures caused by198
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed in Beijing-Tianjin province and199
Beijing-Tianjin urban areas during 2008-2017. According to the ERA5 results (Fig. 2a,200
2d), AP and the separate 3 terms show similar seasonal patterns over the whole201
province and just the urban areas. Vapor pressure is higher in summer and wind speed202
is higher in spring. AP is lower than 2 m temperature in all seasons except summer,203
and especially lower in winter. AP, temperature, vapor pressure and wind speed are all204
higher in urban areas than in the surrounding rural in any season. The ISIMIP results205
(Fig. 2b, 2e), by design, perfectly reproduce the ERA5 seasonal characteristics of AP,206
temperature, vapor pressure and wind speed. WRF shows a similar pattern with that207
from ERA5, but for the Beijing-Tianjin province, WRF overestimates both 2 m208
temperature and AP in winter by 2.1°C and by 2.4°C respectively relative to ERA5209
(Fig. 2c). In the Beijing-Tianjin urban areas, WRF overestimates the temperature and210
AP relative to ERA5 in all seasons, especially in winter (Fig. 2f).211

212
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213
Figure 3. Top row: the spatial distribution of mean apparent temperature from ERA5 (a), 4-model214
ensemble mean after ISIMIP (b) and ensemble mean after WRF (c) during 2008-2017. Bottom row: the215
spatial distribution of annual mean number of days with AP > 32℃ from ERA5 (d), ISIMIP (e) and216
WRF (f) during 2008-2017. Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 show the pattern of AP and NdAP_32 for the217
individual ESM.218

We compare the simulations of mean apparent temperature and NdAP_32 from both219
WRF dynamical downscaling with QDM and from ISIMIP statistical downscaling220
during 2008-2017 in Fig. 3. Both WRF with QDM and ISIMIP methods produce a221
pattern of apparent temperature which is close to that from ERA5. The average annual222
AP from ISIMIP is almost the same as that from ERA5 over the Beijing-Tianjin223
province (Table 1). While WRF produces warmer apparent temperatures in the city224
centers of Beijing and Tianjin and lower ones in the high Zhangjiakou mountains than225
recorded in the lower resolution ERA5 observations. There are also differences226
between different models after WRF downscaling. For example, apparent227
temperatures from the two MIROC models from WRF are the warmest. In contrast AP228
from all 4 ESMs after ISIMIP shows very similar patterns (Fig. S1). Both ISIMIP and229
WRF appear to overestimate the NdAP_32 in Beijing urban areas and the southerly230
lowland areas although NdAP_32 is close to zero for all methods in the colder rural231
areas at relatively high altitude. While some of these differences may be due to the232
0.25°×0.25° resolution ERA5, which is coarser than the 10 km WRF simulation, it233
probably does not account for the broad overestimate across most the North China234
Plain that is within the WRF and ISIMIP domains. ERA5 gives about 10 NdAP_32235
per year in southern Beijing and Tianjin, but there are nearly 15 NdAP_32 from236
ISIMIP, and over 20 NaAP_32 per year from WRF downscaling in the Beijing-Tianjin237
urban areas during 2008-2017. NdAP_32 from WRF and ISIMIP downscaling of all238
ESM is overestimated relative to ERA5. But there are curious differences in ESM239
under the two downscalings: with ISIMIP, HadGEM2-ES and BNU-ESM have more240
NdAP_32 than the two MIROC models, while the reverse occurs with WRF (Fig. S2).241

242
243
244
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245
Table 1. The annual mean apparent temperature and population weighted NdAP_32 in Beijing-Tianjin246
province and Beijing-Tianjin urban areas (Fig. 1b) from ERA5, ISIMIP and WRF during 2008-2017.247

Data Sources AP (℃) NdAP_32 (day yr-1)

Provinces Urban Population weighted for province (Fig. 1c, 1d)

WRF ISIMIP WRF ISIMIP WRF ISIMIP

MIROC-ESM 10.5 9.6 13.6 11.4 22.2 10.1

MIROC-ESM-CHEM 10.5 9.6 13.6 11.4 21.9 11.0

HadGEM2-ES 9.5 9.6 12.0 11.4 12.3 11.1

BNU-ESM 9.4 9.7 11.8 11.5 10.2 12.7

ERA5 9.6 11.4 7.7

The Taylor diagram of the daily mean apparent temperature in Beijing-Tianjin248
province and Beijing-Tianjin urban areas from 2008-2017 for the 4 ESMs shows that249
all models under both downscaling methods have correlation coefficients with250
ERA5 > 0.85. Although AP over the both whole Beijing-Tianjin province and the251
urban areas are overestimated by WRF, it performs slightly better than ISIMIP on the252
Taylor plot relative to ERA5 (Fig. S3). Under the ISIMIP method, MIROC-ESM,253
MIROC-ESM-CHEM and HadGEM2-ES show little differences in correlation or254
errors while the performance of BNU-ESM is slightly worse. Under WRF simulations,255
MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ESM-CHEM have larger correlation coefficients and256
smaller errors than HadGEM2-ES and BNU-ESM.257

Figure 4 shows the probability density functions (pdf) of daily AP from the four258
ESMs under ISIMIP and WRF in Beijing-Tianjin province and Beijing-Tianjin urban259
areas during 2008-2017. ISIMIP overestimates the probability of extreme cold AP260
relative to ERA5 (especially BNU-ESM), although all ESM reproduce the ERA5 pdf261
well at high AP. WRF can reproduce the ERA5 distribution of AP better than ISIMIP,262
but high AP is overestimated relative to ERA5 and the urban areas perform less well263
than the whole Beijing-Tianjin province. In urban areas all ESMs driving WRF tend264
to underestimate the probability of lower AP and to overestimate the probability of265
higher AP, especially the two MIROC models (Fig. 4d). Fig. S4 displays the annual266
cycle of monthly AP, with ISIMIP proving excellent by design, at reproducing the267
monthly AP. While under WRF downscaling AP shows more across model differences,268
especially during summer and with greater spread for the urban areas.269
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270

Figure 4. The probability density function (pdf) for daily apparent temperature under ISIMIP (a, c) and271
WRF (b, d) results in Beijing-Tianjin province (a, b) and Beijing-Tianjin urban areas (c, d) during272
2008-2017.273

3.2 2060s apparent temperatures274

3.2.1 Changes of apparent temperature275

276
Figure 5. Spatial pattern of ensemble mean apparent temperature difference under different scenarios277
over 2060-2069: G4-2010s (left column), G4-RCP4.5 (middle column) and G4-RCP8.5 (right column)278
based on ISIMIP and WRF methods. 2010s refers to the 2008-2017 period. Stippling indicates grid279
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points where differences or changes are not significant at the 95% level according to the Wilcoxon280
signed rank test.281

282
Figure 5 shows the ISIMIP and WRF ensemble mean changes in the annual mean AP283
under G4 during 2060-2069 relative to the past and the two future RCP scenarios.284
ISIMIP-downscaled AP (Fig. 5a-5c) shows significant anomalies (p<0.05) across the285
whole domain, even for the relatively small differences in G4-RCP4.5. There are no286
models with obvious regional differences in AP anomalies (Fig. S6). G4 is about 2℃287
warmer than the 2008-2017 period and about 1℃ colder than RCP4.5 and 3℃ colder288
than RCP8.5. WRF downscaling (Fig. 5d-5f) anomalies are similar but the warming289
under G4 relative to the 2010s is smaller and the coolings relative to both RCP290
scenarios are a little smaller than those under ISIMIP. Individual ESM driven ISIMIP291
results are in Fig. S6 and WRF results in Fig. S7. For both ISIMIP and WRF292
downscaling the MIROC models show stronger warming than the other two models293
between G4 and the 2010s. WRF-downscaled AP driven by HadGEM2-ES exhibits294
the strongest cooling (> 1.5℃ for G4-RCP4.5 and 3℃ for G4-RCP4.5). AP changes,295
whether across all province or just urban areas, are essentially the same (Table 2),296
which is consistent with patterns in figure 5. The ensemble mean differences in AP297
between G4 and RCP scenarios calculated both using ISIMIP and WRF downscaling298
are small, however ensemble mean AP differences between G4 and the 2010s over299
urban areas are 1.0℃ under WRF and 2.0℃, under ISIMIP.300

301
Table 2. Difference of apparent temperature between the G4 and other scenarios for the Beijing-Tianjin302
province and Beijing-Tianjin urban areas as defined in Fig. 1b during 2060-2069. Bold indicates the303
differences or changes are significant at the 5% level according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test.304
(Units: ℃)305

Model G4-2010s G4-RCP4.5 G4-RCP8.5

WRF ISIMIP WRF ISIMIP WRF ISIMIP

Urban Province Urban Province Urban Province Urban Province Urban Province Urban Province

MIROC-ESM 0.9 1.5 2.2 2.2 -0.5 -0.4 -0.9 -0.9 -2.3 -2.1 -2.8 -2.7

MIROC-ESM-CHEM 0.9 1.5 2.9 2.8 -0.4 -0.4 -0.1 -0.1 -2.0 -2.0 -2.1 -2.1

HadGEM2-ES 1.1 1.0 1.8 1.7 -1.6 -1.6 -1.6 -1.6 -3.1 -3.1 -3.3 -3.3

BNU-ESM 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.3 -0.8 -0.8 -1.3 -1.3 -2.8 -2.7 -2.9 -2.9

Ensemble 1.0 1.3 2.0 2.0 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -1.0 -2.6 -2.5 -2.8 -2.8
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306
Figure 6. The seasonal changes of AP (∆AP) and the seasonal contribution of climatic factors to ∆AP307
for Beijing and Tianjin urban areas under ISIMIP and WRF between G4 and 2010s (a), G4 and 2010s308
(b), G4 and RCP4.5 (c) and G4 and RCP8.5 (d) based on ensemble mean results. Bold tabulated309
numbers and “*” above the columns indicate differences are significant at the 95% under the Wilcoxon310
test.311

312
We show the seasonal contribution of temperature, humidity and wind to differences313
in AP between G4, the 2010s, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 from ISIMIP and WRF314
downscaling over Beijing-Tianjin urban areas in Fig. 6. Undoubtedly, temperature315
makes the biggest contribution to ∆AP between different scenarios, and ∆AP is316
smaller under WRF than under ISIMIP. The projected differences in scenario317
temperatures explain more than 90% of the ∆AP differences. There are striking318
differences between WRF and ISIMIP in the seasonal contribution of humidity to319
∆AP for both G4 and RCP4.5 relative to the 2010s (Fig. 6a, 6b). Under WRF, summer320
differences in humidity makes a negative contribution to ∆AP for G4 while under321
RCP4.5 humidity makes only a slightly negative but non-significant contribution, but322
the summer ∆AP is much lower than in other seasons. Wind increases ∆AP under both323
G4 and RCP4.5 relative to the 2010s. Fig. 6c and 6d show that ∆AP under G4324
compared with RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 is significantly affected by humidity in summer.325
The negative contributions from humidity under WRF amount to 6-9%, but under326
ISIMIP the contributions are much smaller, and even acts to reduce differences in327
∆AP between G4 and RCP4.5. Changes in wind are insignificant for ∆AP between G4328
and RCP4.5 under ISIMIP, but with WRF changes in wind are generally significant329
and amount to over 3% in summer. In contrast, the seasonal contribution of wind is330
about 2.5-4.7% under ISIMIP to differences between G4 and RCP8.5 but close to 0331
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under WRF.332

333
Figure 7. The change of apparent temperature based on air temperature under three scenarios (G4,334
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) in four ESMs under ISIMIP (left column) and WRF (right column) for urban335
areas relative to the 2010s.336

337
A useful measure of heat impacts that may be missed if considering only at air338
temperatures is the seasonality of the differences between AP and air temperature339
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(∆(AP-T); Fig. 7). The four model ensemble annual mean ∆(AP-T) under ISIMIP is340
projected to rise by 0.4℃, 0.5℃ and 0.9℃ under G4, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, relative to341
the 2010s. Under WRF, ∆(AP-T) is much smaller than under ISIMIP but still rising342
faster than air temperatures: by 0.2℃, 0.3℃ and 0.5℃ under G4, RCP4.5 and343
RCP8.5 relative to the 2010s, respectively. In general, the largest anomalies in344
∆(AP-T) are in summer under both WRF and ISMIP downscaling, but the two345
MIROC models under WRF have small or even negative ∆(AP-T) in summer with346
WRF.347

3.2.2 Changes of the number of days with AP>32℃348

349
Figure 8. Ensemble mean differences in annual number of days with AP > 32℃ (NdAP_32) between350
scenarios for 2060-2069: G4-2010s (left column), G4-RCP4.5 (second column) and G4-RCP8.5 (right351
column) based on ISIMIP method and WRF. 2010s means the results simulated during 2008-2017.352
Stippling indicates grid points where differences or changes are not significant at the 5% level353
according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Corresponding ISIMIP results for each ESM are in Fig. S8,354
and WRF results in Fig. S9.355

356
The NdAP_32 anomalies in Figure 8 show that ISIMIP projects an increase of about357
20 days per year with AP>32 ℃ for the southeast of Beijing province and 10 days in358
the western areas of Beijing under G4 relative to the 2010s. NdAP_32 is about 10359
days fewer under G4 than RCP4.5 with no clear spatial differences. G4 has about 35360
fewer NdAP_32 days in the southern part of the domain and 20 fewer days in the361
western domain than the RCP8.5 scenario. In contrast WRF suggests that most areas362
do not show any significant difference between G4 and the 2010s, while the363
anomalies relative to RCP4.5 are similar as ISIMIP, although differences are less364
significant. G4-RCP8.5 anomalies with WRF are less significant and smaller than365
with ISIMIP. The urban areas show larger decreases in NdAP_32 than the more rural366
areas, even in the low altitude plain. Individual ESM show almost no statistically367
significant differences between G4 and RCP4.5 (Fig. S8 and S9), but the differences368
seen in Fig. 8 are significant because of the larger sample size in the significance test.369
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All ESMs with ISIMIP show more NdAP_32 in the urban areas under G4 than the370
2010s, while two MIROC models driving WRF show fewer NdAP_32 in371
Beijing-Tianjin urban areas (Fig. S8, S9).372

373

374
Figure 9. Probability density distributions of daily apparent temperature (AP) in summer (JJA) over375
Beijing-Tianjin urban areas under recent period (2008-2017), and the 2060s under G4, RCP4.5 and376
RCP8.5 scenarios from ISIMIP and WRF results. The purple dotted lines are at AP of 32℃ and 39℃.377

378
The pdf of daily apparent temperature in summer over Beijing-Tianjin urban areas379
(Fig. 9) shifts rightwards for G4, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 during the 2060s relative to the380
2010s. Figure 9 shows that by the 2060s, the dangerous threshold of AP>39 is crossed381
frequently under RCP8.5 with both WRF and ISIMIP downscaling, but for the382
RCP4.5 and G4 scenarios these events are much rarer. ISIMIP results tend to show383
higher probability tails (extreme events) than under WRF simulations.384

385
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Population weighted NdAP_32 in the 2060s for Beijing-Tianjin province is shown in386
Table 3. ISIMIP downscaling suggests ensemble mean rises in NdAP_32 of 22.4 days387
per year under G4 relative to the 2010s, but that G4 has 8.6 and 33.5 days per year388
fewer than RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively. NdAP_32 from WRF under G4 is389
reduced by 19.6 days per year relative to RCP8.5, and by 6.3 days relative to RCP4.5390
(Table 3).391

392
Table 3. Difference of population weighted NdAP_32 between the G4 and other scenarios for393
Beijing-Tianjin province (Fig. 1c, 1d) during 2060-2069. Bold indicates the changes are significant at394
the 5% level according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test. (Units: day y-1).395

396
Beijing-Tianjin province G4-2010s G4-RCP4.5 G4-RCP8.5

ISIMIP WRF ISIMIP WRF ISIMIP WRF

MIROC-ESM 18.6 -8.1 -17.0 0.8 -35.4 -13.1

MIROC-ESM-CHEM 28.7 -10.2 3.9 -2.2 -33.7 -15.5

HadGEM2-ES 25.7 9.4 -12.5 -13.5 -24.3 -25.3

BNU-ESM 16.4 13.6 -8.6 -10.4 -40.5 -24.4

Ensemble 22.4±2.9 1.2±6.0 -8.6±4.5 -6.3±3.4 -33.5±3.4 -19.6±3.1

397

4. Discussion and Conclusion398

Our study on thermal comfort under geoengineering scenarios for the Beijing399
megalopolis may be useful across the developing world which is expected to suffer400
disproportionate climate impact damages relative the global mean, while also401
undergoing rapid urbanization. Assessing health impacts and mortality due to heat402
stress under greenhouse gas scenarios should consider urbanization and the change to403
concrete surfaces from vegetation that leads to differences in heat capacities, rates of404
evapotranspiration, and hence humidity and apparent temperature. These require405
downscaled analyses, accurate meteorological and high-resolution land surface406
datasets.407

408
In our analysis we assumed the urban area did not change over time, and also that409
population remains distributed as in the recent past. This may be reasonable in the410
highly developed and relatively mature greater Beijing-Tianjin region but should be411
considered in rapidly urbanizing regions elsewhere. But there certainly will be412
changes over time in the radiative cooling from surface pollution sources. PM2.5 is a413
health issue in many developing regions (Ran et al., 2022), but as wealth increases414
efforts to curb air pollution generally clean the air. This has clear health benefits, but415
also removes aerosols from the troposphere that cool the surface. The urban areas that416
have higher apparent temperatures at present are also the areas with greatest aerosol417
load and hence greatest cooling. Once that is removed direct radiation, air418
temperatures and apparent temperatures will all rise – by several degrees (Wang et al.,419
2016). So a future more comprehensive health impact study would include both the420
negative health impacts of aerosol pollution and the potential cooling effects those421
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aerosols produce.422
423

Both ISIMIP and WRF can reproduce the observed (ERA5) spatial patterns and424
seasonal variabilities of apparent temperature in the region around Beijing. WRF425
shows warm biases in AP during all months relative to ERA5 due to warmer426
temperatures in urban areas, with the exception of driving from the BNU-ESM and427
HadGEM2-ES in summer (Fig. S5). Both ISIMIP and WRF tend to overestimate428
population weighted NdAP_32 by 46% and 116%, respectively. These large429
discrepancies are due to relatively small overestimates of the likelihood of the tails of430
the probability distributions which leads to a dramatic increase in the frequency of431
extreme climate events (Dimri et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2021). AP is about 1.5℃432
warmer that 2 m temperature over the Beijing and Tianjin urban areas in summer due433
to higher vapor pressures amplifying warmer urban temperatures, and this is despite434
humidity being lower over the cities. Under high humidity conditions, a slight435
increase in temperature will cause a large increase in heat stress (Li et al., 2018; Luo436
and Lau, 2019). AP is nearly 4℃ colder than 2 m temperature in winter due to wind437
speed (Fig. 2d). Differences between AP and 2 m temperature (AP-T) during summer438
are greater in urban areas than neighboring rural areas.439

440
The apparent temperatures in Beijing Tianjin urban areas under G4 in the 2060s are441
simulated to be 1℃ and 2.5℃ lower than RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, although AP would be442
higher than in the recent past. The cooling effect of G4 relative to RCP4.5 and443
RCP8.5 is greatest under HadGEM2-ES (Fig. S6, S7), due to the ESM having largest444
temperature differences between scenarios (Wang et al., 2022 in review). WRF445
downscaling produces reduced seasonality in AP compared with ISIMIP, and WRF446
produces relatively cooler summers and warmer winters than ISIMIP, and so much447
less differences in apparent temperature ranges (Fig. 10). Differences in AP between448
G4 and the RCP scenarios are mainly driven by temperature. In all scenarios and449
downscalings AP rises faster than the temperature due to decreased wind speeds in the450
future (Li et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2021) but mainly because of rises in vapor pressure451
driven by rising temperatures. This effect occurs despite the general drying expected452
under solar geoengineering (Bala et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2015).453

454
The NdAP_32 under G4 is projected to decrease by 8.6 days per year by ISIMIP and455
6.3 days per year by WRF relative to RCP4.5 for Beijing-Tianjin Province. Much456
larger reductions in NdAP_32 of 33.5 days per year (ISIMIP) and 19.6 days per year457
(WRF) are projected relative to RCP8.5. Differences between scenarios in frequency458
of dangerously hot days are far larger using ISIMIP statistical downscaling than using459
WRF. This is another impact of the reduced seasonality of WRF compared with460
ISIMIP (Fig. 10).461

462
The higher resolution WRF simulation produces a much larger range of apparent463
temperatures across the domain than ERA5 and ISIMIP downscaling. This increased464
variability makes reaching a statistical significance threshold more challenging for465
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WRF than ISIMIP results. Despite this, the ESM-driven differences in WRF output466
are less than from ISIMIP, reflecting the physically based processes in the dynamic467
WRF simulation. This reduces the impact of differences in ESM forcing at the domain468
boundaries with WRF compared with the statistical bias correction and downscaling469
methods. Although there are some uncertainties between models and downscaling470
methods, G4 SAI can not only reduce the mean apparent temperature but also471
decrease the probability of PDF tails (extreme events) in summer.472

473

474
Figure 10. Seasonal cycles of apparent temperature from MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,475
HadGEM2-ES and BNU-ESM under G4, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 in Beijing-Tianjin urban areas during476
2060s based on ISIMIP (red) and WRF (black) methods.477
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